The News Bulletin that Highlights www.SaskGames.com Content

Winter Edition [Sept, Oct, Nov, Dec] 2016

Welcome to the SaskGames News Bulletin. We at SaskGames are working to strengthen the
gaming community in Saskatchewan by sending out a periodic bulletin to inform the gaming
community of events and other game related news.
Play On, Saskatchewan!
Looking For Group

The Marketplace

Member bio info and people looking for
game groups: HERE

The marketplace: Post items to buy, sell,
or trade HERE

2016 Gaming Goals
Some members are sharing their 2016
gaming goals and progress HERE
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Locally Developed Games
There is a section for showcasing
Saskatchewan made games & products
HERE

What’s Hitting the Table
Members share insights about games
that are hitting their table HERE

Game Store Directory
You can find a directory of Saskatchewan
game stores HERE
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Venues
Here is a listing of venues. Simply put,
venues are physical locations where
games are played.
ComicReaders (Downtown Regina)
Tramps (Regina)
Dragon’s Den Games (Saskatoon)
ChewsDay Challenge (Regina)
Games on Tap (Regina)
Strategy Saturday (Regina)
Prairie Game eXpo (Regina)
Boards and Beans (Regina)
FRAG Game Days (Regina)
Adult Science Night (Regina)
Moosomin Board Lords
Miscellaneous Events

Google Map
of Venues
Welcome To New Members
We would like to extend a welcome
to the new SaskGames members.
This is a list of members who signed
up during the previous month.
Welcome, and happy gaming!!
We’ve had 65 new members
during the September - December
months! If you see someone new
around, say welcome!

Cover Photo Credit
Cover photo by Brad Boileau of the Boardgame
The Others.
If you have a photo you have taken and would like to showcase it,
send to Photos@SaskGames.com
If you want to discuss this issue, feel free to join the discussion
or post your thoughts HERE

Next Issue will come out on February 15th, 2017.
Submission Deadline is February 1st, 2017.
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Boards N’ Beans Café
by Stephanie Smith
My business partner Carole and I are very excited for this
opportunity to share our experience of opening a board game
café with all of you.
We were looking for a change in our lives; we were looking for
something we could own and build and be proud of. Growing
up, family board game nights were always looked forward to,
and that love of time spent with family and friends in healthy
competition continues right up to this day. We continued to
collect board games and fill our spare time playing them for
countless hours. Currently our collection of board games is
quite varied and is at about 250 games.
When Carole and I sat down to discuss opening a coffee
shop, we spent time brainstorming the ways to differentiate
ourselves in the coffee market. Because of our shared love of
board games it seemed obvious to us that this was the route
we wanted to take. Every major city has a board game café,
and we felt Regina was sorely missing one.
In the planning stages we did some research and visited
other cities’ board game cafés to experience the environment,
discover what we liked most, and what we thought would be
the most beneficial to our customers. It was a labour of love
and we enjoyed every step of the planning process.
Our biggest obstacle was by far finding the right location.
With all the real-estate listings in this city, you wouldn’t think
there would be so many locations that wouldn’t work out for
one reason or another. Weeks turned into months, and finally
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we found a location that was the right one for us. The waiting
game has never been as tense as it was in this situation. At
times it felt as though we would never find the right location,
but our realtor came through.
The excitement at this point was beyond what we imagined.
The moment we were handed our keys it was no longer
just a dream we had, it became reality. We had invested our
money, time, creative ideas, love and families’ lives and it was
all paying off. We began construction immediately. We started
to pick out our paint colours, appliances, furniture, and board
games.
It has been a very
exciting journey.
We have had
the opportunity
to work with
some
really
great people and
have had the
support of many
friends,
family
and
business
relations.
The
amount of support and encouragement we have received
from the community has been enormous. We couldn’t be
more excited and proud to be joining such a great community
of entrepreneurs, gamers, creators, and people when we open
our doors in November 2016.
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Regina Costume League
by Rob Folk
Council Easter Seals Drop Zone. The group was able to pass
our $1500 donation goal and were able to have Spider-man
and Venom both repel down Hill Centre Tower 2 on Aug 20th.

First off, I would like to thank the SaskGames News Committee
for including the Regina Costume League (RCL) into the
publication. I will include recaps of past events and what’s
upcoming for the group. I will also give an insight into some of
the workings of what goes on with doing certain events and
other issues that we face in being Regina’s community and
charity cosplay group.
To introduce myself, I am Rob Folk, a founding member of the
RCL and Regina cosplayer for the past 5 years. The characters
I’m most known for around Regina are Darth Maul and Spiderman. I’m also on the Zombie Walk committee as well as the
committee for the Cathedral Village Arts Festival.
Over the summer we get the chance to partner with Regina
Downtown BID with the Cinema Under the Stars promotion.
This is where the RCL members will interact with the crowd
and do pre-show activities. This year we added facepainting
to part of what we can offer. All facepaint was done by a
donation base and all donations went towards the Abilities
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Late summer and early fall had the group still busy with events
around the city including the Regina Dragonboat Festival,
Dream Day, Regina’s Queen City Marathon, the Terry Fox Run,
Walk for Muscular Dystrophy, the Regina Zombie Walk, the
German Club’s Kids Oktoberfest, the Saskatchewan Science
Center Ignite! Expo and the first Anime Film festival held at
the RPL. Saskatoon Comic and Entertainment Expo was held
in September with gave all members a chance to step away
from our usual charity approach to cosplay and just unwind
and enjoy or try out new costumes over the weekend.
On occasion the group will receive invites to out of town
events. Sept 24th saw 6 members pack up their costumes
and drive 2.5 hours to the little community of Tantallon, Sk.
The reason for this was for a special little boy that has fought
brain cancer his whole young life. The family had received
word that the fight was over and after winning many victories,
they would be losing Liam within the next few months. Liam’s
favorite things were Lego’s and superheros, something the
RCL was able to help with. Lego Spider-man presented Liam
with his own Lego Batman costume which was custom made
within a week. Capt. America presented Liam with his own
Ant-man costume. Deadpool gave Liam one of his extra masks
for him to have, and Spider-man gave Liam a Inked Print of
Batman to hang up in his room. CTV Regina was also there
to cover Liam’s story and can be found online in the Sept
30th airtime or follow the link on the Regina Costume League
facebook page.
At this point, I would like to mention that the RCL does not
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ask for money to attend any events that are community or
charity related. Every event in and out of Regina is done at
each member’s own cost and time. There are certain events
we attend that do happen to have the have the financial
means to offer the group a fee for it’s attendance. This fee has
always been applied forward towards one of the charities the
RCL is involved with throughout the year. The process is also
carried into events that are more personal like birthdays and
special character meet and greets, where all money given is
forwarded to a charity.
At time of writing, there is 1 week until Hallowe’en, a time
where once again like at conventions the members get a

chance to unwind with more unusual or stranger costumes
to try. The group will end the month with a kids Hallowe’en
party at one of the local martial arts studios and then before
all the costumes are packed away for the year, the 2nd annual
Saskatchewan Down Syndrome Society ‘Superhero for a Day’
event will happen on November 5th. They had an amazing 1st
year event with members for the RCL along with friends in the
JLS (Justice League of Saskatoon) and CA (Costume AllianceWinnipeg) on hand for the day. November 20th will be the
31st annual Regina Santa Claus Parade. The RCL will be in the
parade for the 4th year in a row. We encourage everyone to
attend if possible, but aside from sitting and watching, if you
have the desire to walk in the parade in a costume with the
RCL, it is something that I have personally made sure was a
option for anyone to be apart of. You can contact me through
the RCL facebook page for more details.
December will see the members at a few Kids Christmas parties
around Regina, but aside from the main day of December
25th, most of the group will be focused once again on a movie
premiere. Last december the RCL was able to be part of the
Promo for Star Wars: The Force Awakens. This December we
have Star Wars: Rogue One hitting the screens and hope that
arrangements will once again work out with the release.
Until next time,
Happy Holidays and May The Force Be With You.

Through the Lens
Some boardgames are very pleasing to the eye when set up, and it is great to capture some of those moments in pictures. Do you
have some game related photos you would like to share with the group? Send them to Photos@SaskGames.com

Power Grid
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The Others
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Carcassonne Talk
by Dan Chard

A Tactical Introduction
to Expansion #3: The
Princess & The Dragon
When it was first released, The Princess & The Dragon met
with mixed reviews. Some people didn’t like that the game
had slipped from its medieval theme into a fantasy realm,
with dragons, fairies and princesses roaming the countryside
alongside their thieves, knights, monks and farmers. Others
didn’t like that this was the first of several “destructive”
expansions which apparently spoilt the game for those who
didn’t like the idea of their carefully placed meeples being
eaten or lured away from the features they’d worked so hard
to defend and develop. But without reading too much into the
theme, some interesting (and fun) mechanics are introduced
to the game through these 30 tiles and in my opinion it’s well
worth playing if only to make your own mind up about how
well they work. And if you’re going to try it out, you might as
well aim to win which is why I’ve taken the time to outline
the rules to this expansion along with some of the tactical
considerations that you’ll want to be aware of in order to give
yourself the best chance of outscoring your opponent(s). I
hope you enjoy reading it!
Arguably the most significant element of this expansion is the
dragon, but he doesn’t actually feature in the game until a tile
with a volcano has been placed (there are 6 of these). When
the first volcano tile is placed, the dragon is moved to that tile
and remains in play for the rest of the game. The player who
places the volcano tile may not deploy a meeple to that tile as
this would result in the dragon and the meeple sitting on the
same tile together (which can’t happen), but he does have the
option to move the fairy if he so wishes. More on this later. The
same rules apply to all subsequent volcano tiles in that the
dragon is moved to them immediately, and no meeple may
be placed on that tile. Considering your limited options with
the volcano tiles, drawing one of these at the right time can be
surprisingly useful since you can move the dragon out of any
potentially dangerous territory, and “teleport” him elsewhere
immediately. Usually you’ll want to drop him off as near as
possible to any strategically important meeples belonging to
your nearest rival, so you’ll also want to ensure that this can’t
be done to you so easily. Developing the landscape around
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your own important meeples will create a safety buffer giving
you some time to respond if the dragon suddenly appears
nearby and then begins a charge towards them.
But unless it is transported to a volcano, the dragon doesn’t
actually move until a tile with a dragon is drawn. There are
12 of these which make them quite common if P & D is the
only expansion used. The player who places the dragon tile
may place a meeple on that tile as per the normal rules, but
it’s often wiser to move the fairy at this point instead. The fairy
can be moved to the same tile as any of your own meeples
and serves to protect that meeple from the dragon since the
dragon cannot move onto the same tile as the fairy. However,
you can’t deploy a meeple and move the fairy on the same
turn so it’s usually worth sacrificing a deployment opportunity
in order to seek protection from the fairy, especially if the
dragon is within eating distance of any of your most valuable
or important meeples (such as farmers). Even if it isn’t,
meeples in which your opponent(s) has a lot invested may still
be within the dragon’s range; if any of these are protected by
the fairy you will need to move it elsewhere in order to make
them vulnerable. And if you’re not overly concerned about
protecting certain meeples, think carefully about where you
might move the fairy to, as a clever placement at this point
of the game may block certain escape routes and help to
ensure that the meeple(s) you want to target are successfully
removed and returned to their owners. Beware though, there’s
a lot of potential for analysis paralysis when it comes to dragon
movement, and in head-to-head games I’ve played I’ve known
players take 5 – 10 minutes agonising over which direction to
start the dragon moving in as they like to run through all the
potential/ likely routes that he might possibly take and where
he will come to rest at the end of it all.
Each time the dragon moves, the players (starting with the
active player) take it in turns to move him to an orthogonally
adjacent tile (i.e. not diagonal) until he has been moved six
times. He can’t be moved across holes in the landscape where
there is no tile, he can’t be moved onto the same space as the
fairy, and he can’t be moved onto a tile that he has already
been on since this phase of movement began. Other than this
he is free to go wherever he likes and he “eats” all meeples on
any tile he enters. Eaten meeples are removed from the board
and returned to their owners without any scoring taking place,
hence why you don’t want to let the dragon get too close to
any meeples that have a high scoring potential unless you can
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cover them with the fairy. But even if you can, remember that
any player can move the fairy on any turn where they don’t
place a meeple so the protection offered by the fairy is often
short-lived. Just to further complicate things, it’s also worth
pointing out that the fairy can win you a few easy points
for nothing if you remember to go after them. If you move
the fairy on your turn and none of your opponents move
it elsewhere during their turns you will get a single bonus
point at the start of your next turn. This might not seem like
much, but in a 2-player game these points can come round
surprisingly quickly and if you’re not moving the fairy simply
because you’re able to on turns when you haven’t deployed
a meeple then you end up giving away points for nothing.
That’s going to hurt if you end up losing by 1 or 2 points!

The other way that the fairy can generate points for you is if
she’s in a feature that you win points from when it’s completed.
It doesn’t matter if it’s a road, a city or a cloister; if the fairy is
sharing a tile with one of your scoring meeples in the feature
being completed you’ll get a 3-point bonus. She doesn’t even
have to be in it already as you complete the feature either;
you can place your tile to complete the feature and then, as
long as you’re not deploying a meeple in the same turn, move
the fairy into the feature and still get the bonus! Again, this
doesn’t seem like much by itself, but if you’re really on top of it
and can generate these points on half a dozen or so separate
occasions then the points will soon start to pile in and you can
gradually build a lead over your opponent(s) and enjoy the
psychological boost that comes with it.
Before moving on, there’s one final thing to bear in mind:
sometimes the dragon can be your friend too! In the same
way as you can use the princess to reclaim trapped meeples
from cities (see below), sometimes it may be better to use the
dragon to chase down and eat your own meeples if they would
be more valuable in your hand than they are stuck in some
uncompletable feature for a small handful of points. Weak or
inexperienced players won’t necessarily spot that you stand to
gain from reclaiming a meeple or two in this way and will even
help you to do so. But it’s usually pretty obvious when you’re
trying to do this, so try to work out what your opponent is
trying to achieve each time they move the dragon and steer it
away from where they want it to go when it’s in your interest
to do so. In a 2-player game this often means that the dragon
tends to stagger around in a drunk fashion without really
targeting anything in particular, but never take it fore granted
and let your guard down as I guarantee you’ll be punished if
you do...
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As well as the dragon and fairy, there are 6 princess tiles which
you are free to use in the same way as any other tile, either
by adding them to your own cities or placing them as normal
and claiming any unclaimed feature connected to the tile.
However, placing the tile such that the princess icon becomes
part of a previously claimed city has a very special purpose
in that you may then remove a knight (a meeple in a city)
from that city and return it to its owner. Usually this will be
a knight belonging to an opponent and this often leaves the
previously occupied city abandoned such that the next person
to extend it is entitled to claim it for themselves (provided of
course that they have a meeple in hand with which to do so).
If you are sharing a city with another player though, princess
tiles are fantastic as you can simply remove their opposing
knight and take the city outright. This is especially satisfying
if the tile is used to complete a city at the same time, since
the princess takes effect/ knight is removed before the city is
scored! Beware though, that this can also be done to you and
it isn’t always possible to protect against. Finally, don’t forget
that you can also use the princess to reclaim your own knights
back into your supply, which might seem like a strange idea
as you are effectively losing the points that the city might
be worth. But if you’re out of meeples and the city can’t be
completed, it isn’t uncommon to get one back in this way so
that you can use it to generate a few points elsewhere.
There are also 6 tiles featuring “magic portals”. With the
dragon charging to and fro, eating everything in its path, and
the princess popping up here and there to lure knights away
from their precious cities, these magic portals provide a good
way of getting your meeples back into abandoned features
so that you can actually generate some points! Since monks
tend to stay down for longer than most other types of meeple,
these are especially prone to becoming dragon food. This
means that there’s usually at least one or two unclaimed and
incomplete cloisters available which are perfect for dropping
a monk onto using a magic portal if you’re lucky enough to
draw one. They’re not limited to cloisters though and you can
use a magic portal to claim any type of feature, anywhere on
the emerging landscape as long as it isn’t a) complete or b)
already claimed. This includes farms, so take your time to look
around and see where the points are. In my experience, it’s
rarely the case that you’d want to ignore the magic portal and
place this as an ordinary tile but you are perfectly entitled to
do this instead if a more valuable opportunity presents itself
(or even if it doesn’t).
I’m aware that this is a lot to take in as the Princess & Dragon
expansion adds a lot of new elements into the game. If you
find that you like some more than others then you can always
play with just those tiles (some people like to include the
magic portals for example but don’t play with any of the other
24 tiles or the fairy) or adjust the rules as you see fit. All in all
though, my personal feeling is that this expansion adds more
to the game than it takes away and can be especially fun in
larger games. And although it hasn’t yet been released in the
new artwork, this expansion works especially well with River
2 as this includes a volcano on one of the lake tiles to ensure
that the dragon is on the landscape before drawing of the first
dragon tile. Good luck!
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I Hate Making Maps!
by Craig Dedrick

In general, one of the things that I take great delight in as a
game master is the process of preparing for a game. Finding
the monsters/antagonists, coming up with NPC’s, and figuring
out encounters and plot points is great fun. However, like many
pleasant jobs, there are some tasks that are less enjoyable.
For me, the unpleasant part of game preparation is making
encounter maps.
Don’t get me wrong – I love a good map. However, coming up
with a good map is a painful process, and more often than not
I just “phone it in” and modify the same old house floor plan,
wooded clearing, or 9-room dungeon. However, of late, I have
come up with a different solution entirely. I ask my players to
draw my maps!
I am lucky to have several players with some map-drawing
or general artistic talent. When running a super hero game
a little while ago, I had neglected to come up with a floor
plan for a warehouse where bad guys were loading nefarious
materials onto trucks for transport. I also had to deliver some
private information to one player, and I had to get my super
villain combat information organized and ready to go. Rather
than let the game grind to a halt while I get my notes together,
meet privately with a player, AND draw a battle map, I chose to
delegate the map drawing to the remaining players. I simply
gave them some guidelines: “I need a computer console
thinger in the South West corner of the room. The room is big
– the size of our whole battle map – and it is full of trucks being
loaded with barrels and boxes. You will enter via a door on
the North West corner of the room.” From there, I was able to
accomplish my tasks without leaving the other players bored.
On the contrary, they seemed to take great delight in creating
a map for the big encounter. By the time all was said and done,
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I had noted the following benefits from the technique:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The players are able to include terrain elements that
they find exciting for their characters, and give them
opportunities to exhibit powers/abilities that would not
have occurred to me.
Players are surprisingly keen to build in hazards or
obstacles that will make life difficult for them. I had not
anticipated this benefit.
If the map doesn’t quite do everything that I wanted it
to do, I am able to make a slight adjustment. This takes a
fraction of the time it would have taken me to make the
map from scratch.
Players remain engaged while I take care of side-business.
5 heads are better than one. Five players create a map
with more detail and points of interest than I was likely to
create by myself.
Players do not feel like I have “stacked the deck” against
them by creating an unreasonable terrain advantage for
the bad guys. They have only themselves to blame!
Artistic or map-inclined players are able to contribute at
a level that they are normally unable to during the game.
As players draw the map, they explain the features to the
other players in great detail. A detailed visual picture is
painted easily and naturally for everyone at the table.

For once, my tendency to procrastinate unpleasant tasks
has yielded a great benefit, and I will definitely be using this
technique again. What do you think? Do you have other
strategies for delegating tasks to players during the session?
Would you be able to trust your group to make the battle map
for a big encounter? A small one? Have you tried something
similar?
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Nova Cat Battletech Campaign
By Lance Mathew

Operation Revival
Part I – Placement Trials
The Clans (the ‘evolved’ form of the Star League Defense
Force), isolated for more than two hundred years, have begun
combat trials to discover which among themselves is worthy
to invade and conquer the Inner Sphere. Our intrepid players
have chosen Clan Nova Cat. Their first matchup was against
the Smoke Jaguars:
Date: December 22nd 3048
Mechwarriors Ecnal, Naes, Nosaj and Aerospace pilots Ydrob
and Ybrod newly assigned to the First Nova Cat Guards made
up an assault star to battle in the operation Revival Placement
Trials. It was finally time to return to the Inner Sphere. Whether
it was to safeguard it or conquer it was going to be decided
shortly. However, before anything else could occur a leader
had to be decided for the star. Ecnal, Elyk, Naes, and Nosaj
battled for the coveted position of Star Commander – with
Ecnal emerging victorious. Finally with the trial of position
decided it was time to meet the Smoke Jaguars on the field
of battle!
“The stravag dogs have outbid us!” exclaimed Nosaj as he
trained his Supernova’s six extended large lasers on the Dire
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Wolf firing it’s impressive weapons array at his position with
equally impressive results.
“We were too eager in our batchall and now it has come back
to hurt us” replied Naes as he charged past in his Kodiak.
“Bah! This is our chance to show those Jaguars who is the
ultimate feline fighter!” scoffed Elyk as he engaged his MASC
system sending his Executioner sprinting forward.
“Beware MechWarriors – from the look of their movements
this Assault Star we are facing is equipped with EI!” warned
Ecnal moments before his prototype Ebon Jaguar crashed to
the ground with its entire leg having been removed at the hip.
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“They are lined up perfectly – we can end this with a single
strafing run…of course that would result in a grand melee
quiaff?” queried Ydrob from his Batu Omnifighter.
In unison they all replied, “NEG!”
Operation Revival
Part IA – Placement Trials
The Clans (the ‘evolved’ form of the Star League Defense
Force), isolated for more than two hundred years, have begun
combat trials to discover which among themselves is worthy
to invade and conquer the Inner Sphere. Our intrepid players
have chosen Clan Nova Cat. Their second matchup was against
the Star Adders.

“The terrain is maddening!” proclaimed Nosaj as he settled his
Supernova’s ninety ton chassis onto a nearby outcropping.
“An Assault Star Bid to take on an entire trinary by itself – the
madness of Revival is changing us! ” agreed Naes as he headed
past in his Kodiak towards a gully.
“YES! Glorious! We will crush the feeble Star Adders and move
on to the next trial!” hissed Elyk as he bounded over the Kodiak
in his Executioner.
“They are heading straight for us – what are your orders Star
Commander?” mockingly demanded Robdy from his Adder
Omnimech.

Date: December 29th 3048
Star Commander Ecnal with MechWarriors Naes, Nosaj and
Robdy are freshly assigned to the First Nova Cat Guards,
making up an assault star for the Operation Revival Placement
Trials; finally it is time to return to the Inner Sphere. Whether
it is to safeguard or conquer the Inner Sphere was going to
be decided shortly. They have made adjustments to the roster
after losing both Aerospace fighters in the last trial in which
they narrowly lost to the Smoke Jaguars. It was time to meet
the Star Adders on the field of battle!
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“Initiate multiple batchalls! We will quickly deal with the Star
Adders and then I will deal your challenge when we return
to base Robdy – and I will also deal with your ridiculous
cutdown!” decreed Star Commander Ecnal as he leapt his
Nova Cat Omnimech on to the crescent of the next ridge.
In unison they all replied, “Seyla!”
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FOW: First Wednesday Night of Every Month Demo
By Lance Mathew

Beer, BBQ, & ‘Nam (September, 10th 2016)
In my honest opinion the Vietnam Flames of War era is a
beer and pretzels game...well, it’s a theory. What I mean
is that it is the most laid back and casual game experience:
the Nationalists, Việt cộng and PAVN, mostly auto-respawn;
in slight contrast to the Free World’s players who mostly are
wounded instead of KIA. Personally, I feel the Vietnam era is
more suited for a larger game experience compared to one
on one games. And, to test my theory, my fellow Tour of Duty
players invaded Michael’s garage – by invitation of course!
Michael is the newest member of our ‘Nam group – his list
is comprised of Brown Water Navy boats, for which he is
still getting a feel. Jace has also now switched teams and is
running an ANZAC Cavalry list of interesting M113s. Chris is
still flying high with his ‘Merikan Chuppas also known as Sky
Soldiers. And, I am still slogging in da bush with my ANZAC
infantry. Since we outnumbered the Nationalists we each
had 1,500 point lists. Not to be outdone, each of the three
Nationalists had 2,000 point lists to defeat the Capitalist dogs
with. Matt rumbled forth with his Ironclad NVA list. Sean
had his black pajama wearing Việt cộng and regular forces
Sappers somewhere near our wire. Brody assembled two full
PAVN companies with as much artillery as possible.
Michael laid out two 4 x 6 tables side by side with two parallel
tributaries connecting a main river junction which broke up
the dense jungle terrain. Two small villages were located, one
on the north side and the other opposite on the south side of
the table. As the attackers in the scenario, the Free Worlders
deployed on the table moving up to search the objectives.
As par for the course, the Guerrilla Forces of the NVA sprang
out of ambush to cause mayhem and destruction. Matt’s
Ironclad K-2s appeared along the river, Sean sprang his Việt
cộng behind Jace and off Michael’s starboard side and Brody
bushwhacked my ANZAC by dominating the woods in front
of me. Brody also did his best to range in his batteries on
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to Michael’s boats and cause as much fire and confusion as
possible.
For the most part the Free World’s Players were able to weather
the storm of fire but Jace had lost a Koala (aka Centurion
MBT) and a few M113s – his Tour of Duty ‘luck’ had continued
to follow him. The Free World’s counter attack was mostly
ineffective except for Sean’s Việt cộng which took a pounding
from Jace and Michael. Matt had nothing to fear from my
Koala who seemed to have problems figuring out which tank
to shoot at on the far bank and whiffed most of his/my rolls
all day.
Michael’s Seal teams faced Sean’s Sapper patrol for control of
the centre of the board. The odds were heavily in Sean’s favor
in that fight so Chris and my Chuppas raced to offer support.
Blasting away, Chris and I thinned down the patrol and
pinned the enemy down. However, Brody dropped multiple
munitions on to our helos and Matt even .50 caled down a
chuppa or three. The Free World’s airpower was strewn across
the battlefield and a Hog was even at the bottom of a tributary.

The NVA were rapidly gaining the upper hand and continued
to pour fire on their outnumbered opponents; turn after turn
the NVA seemed to heading for their first win. Then disaster
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struck – the fickle dice gods betrayed Matt – most of Matt’s
intact but simply bailed out BTR-50PKs failed their Fearless
motivation check and fled leaving the North side of the table
in the Free World’s hands. It was a stunning reversal of fortune
and decidedly gave the Free World’s players a narrow win.
It had been a great day – awesome food, great conversation,
plenty of fun dice rolling, and an awesome group of guys to
hang out with! The theory had proved plausible; pretty sure
we will have to test its mettle a few more times before we can
mark it off as confirmed!
Case Yellow (October 1st, 2016)
Another successful mega game, known as “Total War” for
Flames of War, transpired at Tramp’s Comics and Games
on October 1st, 2016. This event was entitled the Case
Yellow. Historically, Case Yellow was a massive operation
launched by Nazi Germany against France and its Allies. As
per usual whenever the FoW Regina Rifles runs these large
Demonstration games we get people coming over to see
what is happening; having cute looking tanks on a large table
never fails to impress. We had several people stop by to check
out the action; three of them took my business cards and will
hopefully set up a demo game in the future.
FoW Demo: Mid War (September 7th, 2016)
Another quiet demo – let us call it a phony war demo. Again,
I arrived early and again waited patiently to show anyone
how to play this fantastic game. But, all for naught - every first
Wednesday of the month rain, cold, sickness, and even other
commitments, I have been at Tramp’s to demonstrate Flames
of War.
I am on multiple websites, write for a Saskgames Newsletter,
have oodles of black and pink business cards, have a huge
black and pink banner, Cupcake talks me up and hands out
cards, but the last few months I have struck out at having
anyone to demo with. I used to have pretty good results.
Wondering what I could be doing wrong? Someone much
wiser than me once said insanity is where you do the same
thing over and over again expecting different results. So, I
need to change things up.
I have gotten Tramp’s to have a sign-up sheet near the Flames
of War section.
I have personally invited a few onlookers and given them FoW
business cards when they were checking things out at the last
tournament.
I have signed up on a few new websites and Facebook groups.

Lorne and Sean both played British Guards and each had
similar list, with minor support differences. Not to be out
done Matt and I both played Panzergrenadier lists – again,
very similar. Only a single platoon of French tanks was used
and they were one of the last platoons to hit the table – what
can I say -- historically accurate? Well…maybe.
Matt and I rolled higher and took the table side we wanted
as well as the first turn. Both of us charged our respective
251s down our respective roads. Meanwhile, my 2IC (second
in command) sped off towards a nearby objective which
my reserves would double behind him. Our first turn went
splendidly and not much happened from the Phony side
of the Allied table on their first turn as they did not get any
reserves; however, they were successful in killing my HMG
(Heavy Machine Gun) team and pinning my doubling platoon.
Matt and my second turn saw Matt getting reserves but
nothing for me. Sean had moved up his Matilda tanks towards
Matt’s middle objective but Lorne had failed to move forward.
Both Matt and I sent in our planes to take advantage of Lorne’s

Hopefully, things change with the weather turning colder
and people begin to look more indoors for hobbies to play.
Meanwhile, if you are looking to try out Flames of War – I am
at Tramp’s every first Wednesday of the Month but I would be
happy to demo anytime – please e-mail me at cigamnogard@
sasktel.net
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concentration of forces, but were mostly ineffective. On the
Allies turn the pivotal part of the game occurred – Sean rolled
in his Recce Universal Carrier troop. He machine gunned away
at my artillery guarding my back objective and charged in!
His assault was highly effective, killing two gun teams and
contesting the objective. That single point would make all the
difference.
Now, how could a single point make a difference? In Total
War the game is scored by points you receive from holding
an objective. There are six objectives on the table; two in each
of the deployment zones and two in the centre. By losing
or, better yet, not gaining a point for two turns will and did
cost Matt and me the game. That being said we managed to
break for lunch, which was not rushed and we were all able to
enjoy a sit down and a chance to chat about our lives -- and, of
course, Flames of War.
After lunch we resumed the game, but that two points was
kept and held by the Allies, the Axis were never able to catch
up and by the end of the battle the lead had even increased to
three points! Ah well – a great time was had by all. I was able
to hand out a bunch of black and pink business cards. Thanks
again to all the players and if you are interested in a game ->
please e-mail me at cigamnogard@sasktel.net

beginner’s first instinct – smash both! I looked at him and
shook my head saying, “please heed my advice - concentrate
your forces on one and use the terrain to your advantage. This
is not a shooting game but a tactical game.”
Brad listened to my advice, blasting my 8.8s with his M3 Lees
and then sent in his infantry to crash into my pioneers. My
small line of gray infantry stood no chance against his red
horde!
We both had a great time and Brad shared with me stories of
him playing around on a real tank and how his grandfather
had told him to work the hatches. I found the stories extremely
interesting and hope to hear more!
Our next event is Tanksgiving on October 22nd at Tramp’s
Comics & Games – come on out and check it out! Hope to see
you there!

1100pt Late War Demo (October 30, 2016)
By Jace Pippin

First Wednesday of Every Month (October 5th, 2016)
I arrived exactly on time – well, I had been about fifteen
minutes early but I went and grabbed a warm drink as it was
snowing like crazy! Yes, the first week in October with snow on
the ground – loud audible sigh. Meanwhile, I was prepped and
ready to go for the Late World War II Demo. However, with the
nasty weather I settled down to expect another wasted night
of not demoing Flames of War. Which was very disappointing
as Late World War II is the most popular.

Today I again met with Jason and Alex and did a demo this
time featuring air support. We went with free-for-all mostly to
help Jason with his two platoon Russian Hero Tankovy army.
Alex would be defending with a German Sturmkompanie.
The game started with Jason getting the first turn and moving
up one platoon of T34/85’s on each side of the board. Alex
countered by moving his two Tiger heavy tanks to cover his
left while he let his priority air try to take out the tanks on

As I was walking in with my French Vanilla Latte I saw Brad
killing time. I have tried to recruit Brad before both for Flames
of War and Battletech. He has always seemed interested but
the stars have never aligned to allow it happen.
I am happy to say today the stars planets and moons unleashed
the Kraken! Brad went with the Soviet Peredovye Otryad
(Forward Detachment) which has the Always Attack rule while
I went with German Sperrverband. Brad at first was unsure
which objective he should smash so almost went with every
Winter Edition 2016 - Sask Games Newsletter
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put out all the ANZAC with their chuppas and the PAVN; which
is what I have for the Tour of Duty also known as Flames of War
Vietnam.
I waited patiently for anyone to show up. I had even posted
on the Sask Games Forum that I would bring any other era
– so I had brought my Late War tank heavy demo kit as well.
No one showed and other than the Wednesday D & D crowd
downstairs it was pretty quiet.

his right. Unfortunately his air couldn’t range in but his tigers
managed to take out one T34/85. Jason started to push on the
side with the infantry while trying to hide his other platoon
from the nasty Tigers. On his turn he shot down one infantry
stand. Jason managed to get his air support in but it was
intercepted by Alex’s Stuka. Alex’s Tigers were in subsequent
turns able to take out all but one T34/85 in one platoon before
having to move towards the other flank to provide fire on
Jason’s other platoon which had chased away one of Alex’s
infantry platoons and was holding the objective. A lucky shot
from Jason’s last T34/85 from behind the Tigers was able to
take one out but due to Alex getting Rapid Fire (ROF 3) and
Every Shot Counts(re-roll misses) he was able to destroy the
T34/85’s on the objective and secure a Germany victory.
Jason and Alex caught onto how to use air very quickly and
seemed to already know mostly how to use it. One thing that
they learned that I believe will help them in continuing their
travel into the game was that you can intercept your enemies
planes with yours. Jason and Alex recently attended our
Tanksgiving event and said they had a great time. They are
hoping to make it to our early war tournament in December
so our next demo will be preparing for that!

First Wednesday of Every Month (November 2nd, 2016)
I arrived exactly on time – well I was early – about fifteen
minutes early. I looked around it was a very quiet at Tramp’s
but it was supper time so began to set up. I went looking for
the sign-up sheet unfortunately I could not find it anywhere. I
Winter Edition 2016 - Sask Games Newsletter

With the foot traffic quiet I began to think about the family
vacation to Edmonton. We were of course all participating in
Danny’s annual Remembrance Weekend tournament. And,
when I say we I mean –> Cupcake and her Finnish, –>Levi,
my son, with his Red Banner Soviets, –> Brody, my younger
son with his German StuGs, –> and me with my German
Panzergrenadier Lehr. Of course we had shopping and West
Ed trips planned as well. Wish us luck!
No one did show up. I picked up a couple of blisters to quickly
assemble for the Edmonton tournament and said good night
to the Tramp’s staff.

Tanksgiving (October 22nd, 2016)
Another successful mega game known as Tanksgiving, very
similar to Total War, for Flames of War transpired at Tramp’s
Comics and Games on October 22nd, 2016. This event was
entitled Tanksgiving. As you may have guessed it the forces
brought must be at their core a tank company. This was the
second annual Tansgiving for the Flames of War Regina Rifles.
We had such a good time mixing red (Axis) and blue (Allied)
versus blue and red last year that we decided to it again this
year. This year Alex, Brody, Doug, and Jason made up one team
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Battlefront rep had sent us. And Doug also got to finally play
in his mega game.
Of course we also handed out Flames of War Regina Rifles
business cards and let a bunch of onlookers/spectators know
about the game – always a win win! And, if you are reading
this and interested in a demo let me know by e-mailing
cigamnogard@sasktel.net or by showing up at Tramp’s Comics
and Games when we do a demo like we do the first Wednesday
night of every month! Hope to see you there!

while Matt, Michael, and myself made up the opposing team.
Last year the Big Cats dominated the field destroying
everything in sight. This year there was only a single JagTiger
list, brought by Brody, and another that had a mix of mark IVs
and mark Vs (aka Panthers), brought by Jason, and a mix of
Tiger 1Ps Elephants, brought by Michael, and the rest were
almost all medium tanks lists. The most dangerous medium list
I thought was Alex’s Pershings, Easy 8’s, and Jumbos. However,
I had underestimated Doug’s Chafee list which zipped across
the board and seemed to lead a charmed life. I firmly expected
Matt’s S.A.R (South Albertan Regiment) to dominate but facing
four players he was stopped cold. And, for my list – it was the
exact opposite I had brought mostly EW (early war) tanks to
a LW (late war) fight; now, that being I had brought enough
artillery to give me a devastating bombardment template of
AT5 2+ Firepower.
Outnumbered Matt, Michael, and myself were the defenders
facing a hard charging force. Brody was their team captain and
he pushed his troops hard, mayhap a little too hard for a fun
game. But, in the end they dominated the game killing more
platoons and getting more objectives than we did. At one
point in the game it was 22 to 14! Hard to argue with results
and everyone had a good time. Michael was able to delay
their horde coming down the middle with his interlocking 40”
fields of fire but the lack of AA was our downfall as their planes
steaked in slowly knocking out our tanks one by one. My large
template eventually had to be split up to cover all the avenues
of approach and became very ineffective.

Flames of War Demo (December 7th, 2016)

With the weather at -31˚C; it was cold and the temperature did
not instill in me that anyone would be showing up for the AIW
(Arab-Israeli Wars) Demo. I was wrong – sometimes I like being
wrong – both, Kyle and Michael had braved the bitter cold to
come and try out the most lethal era of Flames of War. While
I consider Vietnam a Beer and Pretzels type of Flames of War I
firmly believe that AIW is the most unforgiving and lethal era
for Flames of War – of course I love it!
Coincidently Michael only had about ten to fifteen minutes – I
said that’s all you need for AIW. He seemed a little doubtful
but was completely convinced by turn two when six out of
his eight IDF (Israeli Defense Force) tanks were brewed up
on the table. Kyle who normally plays IDF faced off against
him with my Jordanians. Kyle has been on the receiving end
of my Jordanians a few times and was eager to try them out.
Kyle wasted no time in showing off what he had learned – to
Michael’s dismay.
After Michael had gone Kyle and I discussed the Turan tank.
Kyle is very interested in making an AIW list of them but so
far Battlefront has yet to move on from the 6 Day War to the
Yom Kippur/October War. The Turan tanks were captured T55
that were up-gunned by the IDF. Kyle has already purchased
the T55s and has gotten some extra up-gunned barrels from
my parts bits cache. We also discussed Mid War moving into
Flames of War Version Four and are curious to see where it is
going.

What can I say it was a good day! We had two new players –
Alex and his dad Jason meet up with our group and play out a
fun game. We gave out some prize support that Matthew our
Winter Edition 2016 - Sask Games Newsletter

Finally it was running late so I headed home to Cupcake and
Minnie-me. Cupcake had been crocheting and Minnie-me
had been constructing Hind helicopters.
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‘southern’ barbwire on their first turn. Of course this was my
sector to defend and I saw it coming when both Matt and
Sean rolled their Guerrilla reserves for their Đặc Công on to my
quarter of the table. Sean’s Đặc Công successfully assaulted
into a beehive artillery piece and a few other nasties and was
succeeded in killing two guns but was pinned from a counter
assault. That pin would continue for the next two turns and
would in the end, in my opinion, cost the Nationalists the
game.

Khe Sanh (December 17th, 2016)
I have said it before – and I am sure I will say it again - the
Vietnam Flames of War era is a beer and pretzels game/era
for Flame of War. What I mean by that it is the most laid back
and casual game experience: the Nationalists, Việt cộng and
PAVN, mostly auto respawn; in slight contrast to the Free
World’s players who mostly are wounded instead of KIA.
Personally, I feel the Vietnam era is more suited for a larger
game experience compared to one on one games. And, on the
coldest day of the year @ -30 degrees we assembled at Tramp’s
Comics and Games!

Both of our American players, Michael and Chris, were unable
to attend because of family commitments – probably had
something to do with the date of the event (silly organizer).
Brody (aka Mini-me) was in Saskatoon visiting his mother;
however I had arranged a substitute for Brody – Alex. Yet, I was
not able to arrange any American substitute (I got close but
his dog blew her stitches = ouch!). So three 1650 Nationalist
lists from Sean, Matt, and Alex versus two ANZAC lists (Jace
& mine) had me just bump up the Free World’s points up to
even.
We were a little crammed into Tramp’s as there was an eighteen
man 40K Elimination Tournament going on so were delegated
to the Front of the store – if not for the cold would have been
a perfect spot to show off the Vietnam Era for Flames of War.
With a fully prepared Firebase on the centre table and chuppas
flying high it attracted everyone’s eyes as they came into the
store.

Elsewhere, Alex and Matt were overly cautious in their
deployment and attacks. In Alex’s defense it was his first game
of Vietnam Flames of War and he had deployed a little too far
back to contribute with both the Darkness and tall Elephant
grass rules nullifying his horde advantage. Meanwhile, Matt
ran into an issue of where to put all of his stuff. Allowing the
ANZAC to concentrate their fire on his higher tech ‘advantage’
as Matt plays the Ironclad list (T55s and other mechanized
assets).
Every turn Jace and I hammered and blasted away with
everything we could. Our reserves were an entire table away
and could not hope to arrive in time to participate in the
battle – we had taken a look at the lay of the land and changed
from delayed reserves to reserves. Meanwhile, chuppas and
off board artillery rained fire upon everything they see. The
Nationalists made the average number of infantry saves and a
high number of tank and SP AA saves leaving the Free Worlds
in an undesirable position. But, eventually the Nationalists
were contained – if only Sean’s mostly intact Đặc Công would
rush the closest objective and claim it.

But it was not to be - it had been a great day - we managed
to have a lunch break across at Beer Brothers and roll a tonne
of dice! Thanks again for everyone who braved the cold and
played the last Flames of War Event for 2016. We will see you all
next year! The next event is Total War (team Game) Stalingrad
on January 7th 2017!
For what actually happened at the battle - please see the
below link:
http://www.history.com/topics/vietnam-war/battle-of-khesanh

“Charlie’s on the wire!” took on the appropriate meaning as
the Đặc Công (PAVN Special Tasks Force) blew most of the
Winter Edition 2016 - Sask Games Newsletter
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The
SaskGames
Word Search
You need something more to do
than just read a newsletter. How
about we put you to work with
a Word Search? Find the game
related words below. Can you find
them all? We will not give you the
words to find, only the following
clues:
The theme for this issue is top
sellers for 2016. What games
did you buy?
In addition to finding our
website and three slogans,
find the top 10 games sold in
2016! (according to Cool Stuff Inc’s sales)

--A number of you commented
that you really liked the word
search. We’re glad you like it
and we will try to make sure to
add one each issue. A couple of
people wished we would print
a list of the words. Part of the
challenge is using the theme for
the words to both identify then
find them. To help you out, we
will publish a list of words on the
website for those looking for a
hand. The list will be published
in the New Bulletin Thread HERE
By Nicole Persram
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THANK YOU to all of the
sponsors and supporters who
have helped Sask Games
become this great community.
Your contributions, small and
large go a long way towards
growing our hobby and
making these events possible.
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THANK YOU to all of the
sponsors and supporters who
have helped Sask Games
become this great community.
Your contributions, small and
large go a long way towards
growing our hobby and
making these events possible.

DONATIONS
Diamond Supporters
have given $1000+ in support
Platinum Supporters
have given $500+ in support
Gold Supporters
have given $200+ in support
Silver Supporters
have given $100+ in support
Community Builders have given up to
$100 in support
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Call For Volunteers
Would you like to get involved? There are plenty of ways you can help or be a part
of the team. We invite people to be involved with our events, our newsletter, and
the website. Perhaps you like to write, maybe you are great with people and want to
ambassador an event, it could be you like to teach games, or just want to be in the
background supporting what we do. In any case, we would love to hear from you!!!
Send us an email with some information about what you would like to do:
Volunteers@SaskGames.com

About SaskGames
The SaskGames site is primarily in place to promote board games and help
members locate others with similar interests in the Province of Saskatchewan. The
site has a calendar where events can be posted for Public or Private gaming venues.
The public venues can be viewed and accessed by anyone; the private venues are
open to only those members as dictated by the owner of the venue. Each member
will only see the events and postings for venues they have been given access to.
The result is a consolidated calendar which will show a variety of gaming events
occurring in the Province. This will serve to make it easier for people to get involved
in various board game activities that interest them. The site has a section devoted
to various styles of games where players can indicate their interests in particular
games or genres for the purpose of connecting with others who share that interest.
We hope this helps members get some of their favourite games to the table more
often. “Life is Short; Play Games!”

Connect to Us!
Email us:
Info@SaskGames.com
Join us:
www.SaskGames.com
Want Future Issues?
Subscribe Here
Past Issues Available
Here

Newsletter Team
Chief Meeple / Designer
Nicole Persram
Editor
Marc Bendig

* OUR MISSION *
(1) Organize board gaming in the province of Saskatchewan by having a consolidated
calendar of gaming events.
(2) Assist people to connect with other people with similar game interests.
(3) Make it easier for people who visit Saskatchewan to find game stores and/or board
game events.
(4) Continue to grow and promote the hobby with fun, family-friendly events.

Special Thanks
We would like to thank Pixel Smash
Studios for the time and effort put
into making this Newsletter.

SaskGames by the Numbers:
1160 Members / 40,784 Posts / 6,039 Topics / 209,581 Page Views Last Month
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